
Classification Cookie Name Provider Type Expiry Purpose

Necessary __stripe_mid Stripe HTTP 1 y This cookie is necessary for making credit card transactions on the website. The service is provided by Stripe.com which allows online transactions without storing any credit card information.

__stripe_sid Stripe HTTP 1 d This cookie is necessary for making credit card transactions on the website. The service is provided by Stripe.com which allows online transactions without storing any credit card information.

m Stripe HTTP 2 y Determines the device used to access the website. This allows the website to be formatted accordingly.

__cf_bm vimeo HTTP 1 d This cookie is used to distinguish between humans and bots. This is beneficial for the website, in order to make valid reports on the use of their website.

bugsnag-anonymous-id Bugsnag HTML Persistent This cookie is used to detect errors on the website - this information is sent to the website's support staff in order to optimize the visitor's experience on the website.

CONSENT Google HTTP 2 y Used to detect if the visitor has accepted the marketing category in the cookie banner. This cookie is nece ssary for GDPR-compliance of the website.

CONSENT Youtube HTTP 2 y Used to detect if the visitor has accepted the marketing category in the cookie banner. This cookie is necessary for GDPR-compliance of the website.

li_gc Linkedin HTTP 2 y Stores the user's cookie consent state for the current domain

test_cookie doubleclick.net HTTP 1 d Used to check if the user's browser supports cookies.

SIDCC Google  HTTP 1 y Security cookie to confirm visitor authenticity, prevent fraudulent use of login data and protect visitor data from unauthorized access.

HSID Google  HTTP 2 y Security cookie to confirm visitor authenticity, prevent fraudulent use of login data and protect user data from unauthorized access.

Preferences lang Linkedin HTTP Session Remembers the user's selected language version of a website

yt-player-bandwidth Youtube HTML Persistent Used to determine the optimal video quality based on the visitor's device and network settings.

Statistics _ga Google HTTP 2 y Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the visitor uses the website.

_gat Google HTTP 1 d Used by Google Analytics to throttle request rate

_gid Google HTTP 1 d Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the visitor uses the website.

_hjAbsoluteSessionInProgress Hotjar HTTP 1 d This cookie is used to count how many times a website has been visited by different visitors - this is done by assigning the visitor an ID, so the visitor does not get registered twice.

_hjFirstSeen Hotjar HTTP 1 d This cookie is used to determine if the visitor has visited the website before, or if it is a new visitor on the website.

_hjIncludedInPageviewSample Hotjar HTTP 1d Used to detect whether the user navigation and interactions are included in the website’s data analytics.

_hjIncludedInSessionSample Hotjar HTTP 1 d Registers data on visitors' website-behaviour. This is used for internal analysis and website optimization.

_hjRecordingLastActivity Hotjar HTTP Session Sets a unique ID for the session. This allows the website to obtain data on visitor behaviour for statistical purposes.

_hjSession_# Hotjar HTTP 1 d Collects statistics on the visitor's visits to the website, such as the number of visits, average time spent on the website and what pages have been read.

_hjSessionUser_# Hotjar HTTP 1 d Collects statistics on the visitor's visits to the website, such as the number of visits, average time spent on the website and what pages have been read.

_RCRTX03-samesite Recruitics HTTP 10 y Used to help track the success of job postings.

_RCRTX03-samesite Recruitics HTTP 10 y Used to help track the success of job postings.

collect Google Pixel Session Used to send data to Google Analytics about the visitor's device and behavior. Tracks the visitor across de vices and marketing channels.

hjViewportId Hotjar HTML Session Sets a unique ID for the session. This allows the website to obtain data on visitor behaviour for statistical purposes.

rx_duplicates_% Recruitics HTML Session Unclassified

vuid vimeo HTTP 2 y Collects data on the user's visits to the website, such as which pages have been read.

yt-player-headers-readable Youtube HTML Persistent Used to determine the optimal video quality based on the visitor's device and network settings.

Marketing _fbp Facebook HTTP 3 m Used by Facebook to deliver a series of advertisement products such as real time bidding from third party advertisers

_gcl_au Google HTTP 3 m Used by Google AdSense for experimenting with advertisement efficiency across websites using their services.

_hjRecordingEnabled Hotjar HTML Session This cookie is used to identify the visitor and optimize ad-relevance by collecting visitor data from multiple websites – this exchange of visitor data is normally provided by a third-party data-center or ad-exchange.

_uetsid Bing HTTP 1 d Collects data on visitor behaviour from multiple websites, in order to present more relevant advertisement - This also allows the website to limit the number of times that they are shown the same advertisement.

_uetsid Bing HTML Persistent Used to track visitors on multiple websites, in order to present relevant advertisement based on the visitor 's preferences.

_uetsid_exp Bing HTML Persistent Contains the expiry-date for the cookie with corresponding name.

_uetvid Bing HTTP 1 y Used to track visitors on multiple websites, in order to present relevant advertisement based on the visitor 's preferences.

_uetvid Bing HTML Persistent Used to track visitors on multiple websites, in order to present relevant advertisement based on the visitor's preferences.

_uetvid_exp Bing HTML Persistent Contains the expiry-date for the cookie with corresponding name.

ads/ga-audiences Google Pixel Session Used by Google AdWords to re-engage visitors that are likely to convert to customers based on the visitor's online behaviour across websites.

bcookie Linkedin HTTP 2 y Used by the social networking service, LinkedIn, for tracking the use of embedded services.

fr Facebok HTTP 3 m Used by Facebook to deliver a series of advertisement products such as real time bidding from third party advertisers.

IDE doubleclick.net HTTP 1 y Used by Google DoubleClick to register and report the website user's actions after viewing or clicking on e of the advertiser's ads with the purpose of measuring the efficacy of an ad and to present targeted ads to the user.

lidc Linkedin HTTP 1 d Used by the social networking service, LinkedIn, for tracking the use of embedded services.

MUID Bing HTTP 1 y Used widely by Microsoft as a unique user ID. The cookie enables user tracking by synchronising the ID ac ross many Microsoft domains.

pagead/1p-conversion/# Google Pixel Session Collects data on visitor behaviour from multiple websites, in order to present more relevant advertisement - This also allows the website to limit the number of times that they are shown the same advertisement.

pagead/1p-user-list/# Google Pixel Session Tracks if the user has shown interest in specific products or events across multiple websites and detects h ow the user navigates between sites. This is used for measurement of advertisement efforts and facilitates payment of referral-fees bet ween websites.

pagead/viewthroughconversion/649514007 doublecklick.net Pixel Session Unclassified

tr Facebok Pixel Session Used by Facebook to deliver a series of advertisement products such as real time bidding from third party advertisers.

VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE Youtube HTTP 179 d Tries to estimate the users' bandwidth on pages with integrated YouTube videos.

YSC Youtube HTTP Session Registers a unique ID to keep statistics of what videos from YouTube the user has seen.

ytidb::LAST_RESULT_ENTRY_KEY Youtube HTML Persistent Stores the user's video player preferences using embedded YouTube video

yt.innertube::nextId Youtube HTML Persistent Registers a unique ID to keep statistics of what videos from YouTube the user has seen.

yt.innertube::requests Youtube HTML Persistent Registers a unique ID to keep statistics of what videos from YouTube the user has seen.

yt-player-bandaid-host Youtube HTML Persistent Used to determine the optimal video quality based on the visitor's device and network settings.

yt-remote-cast-available Youtube HTML Session Stores the user's video player preferences using embedded YouTube video

yt-remote-cast-installed Youtube HTML Session Stores the user's video player preferences using embedded YouTube video

yt-remote-connected-devices Youtube HTML Persistent Stores the user's video player preferences using embedded YouTube video

yt-remote-device-id Youtube HTML Persistent Stores the user's video player preferences using embedded YouTube video

yt-remote-fast-check-period Youtube HTML Session Stores the user's video player preferences using embedded YouTube video

yt-remote-session-app Youtube HTML Session Stores the user's video player preferences using embedded YouTube video

yt-remote-session-name Youtube HTML Session Stores the user's video player preferences using embedded YouTube video

__Secure-1PAPISID Google  HTTP 2 y Used by for targeting purposes to build a profile of the website visitor's interests in order to show relevant & personalised Google advertising

__Secure-1PSID Google  HTTP 2 y Builds a profile of website visitor interests to show relevant and personalized ads through retargeting
__Secure-3PAPISID Google  HTTP 2 y Used by for targeting purposes to build a profile of the website visitor's interests in order to show relevant & personalised Google advertising

__Secure-3PSID Google  HTTP 2 y Builds a profile of website visitor interests to show relevant and personalized ads through retargeting
__Secure-3PSIDCC Google  HTTP 2 y Used by for targeting purposes to build a profile of the website visitor's interests in order to show relevant & personalised Google advertising

__Secure-1PSIDCC Google  HTTP 2 y Used by for targeting purposes to build a profile of the website visitor's interests in order to show relevant & personalised Google advertising

APISID Google  HTTP 2 y Personalises Google ads on websites based on recent searches and interactions

SSID Google  HTTP Persistent Google collects visitor information for videos hosted by YouTube on maps integrated with Google Maps



Marketing

SID Google  HTTP 2 y To provide ad delivery or retargeting, provide fraud prevention

NID Google HTTP 6 m To provide ad delivery or retargeting, store user preferences

DV Google HTTP 1 d To provide ad delivery or retargeting

Unclassified _RCRTX03 Recruitics HTTP 10 y Unclassified

_RCRTX03 Recruitics HTTP 10 y Unclassified

rx_jobid_% Recruitics HTTP 10 y Unclassified

viewer_id_v3 Recruitics HTML Persistent Unclassified

SRCHHPGUSR Bing HTTP 2 y Unclassified

SRCHUSR Bing HTTP 2 y Unclassified

SRCHUID Bing HTTP 2 y Unclassified

_SS Bing HTTP Session Unclassified

SRCHD Bing HTTP 2 y Unclassified

SSID Google  HTTP 2 y Unclassified

VID Google HTTP Session Unclassified

SAPISID Google  HTTP 2 y Unclassified

OGPC Google HTTP Session Unclassified


